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EXACT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT AN ARTIFICIAL BOUNDARY
FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN CYLINDERS*
THOMAS HAGSTROM? AND H. B. KELLER*
Abstract. The numerical solution of partial differential equations in unbounded domains requires a finite
computational domain. Often one obtains a finite domain by introducing an artificial boundary and imposing
boundary conditions there. This paper derives exact boundary conditions at an artificial boundary for partial
differential equations in cylinders. An abstract theory is developed to analyze the general linear problem.
Solvability requirements and estimates of the solution of the resulting finite problem are obtained by use of
the notions of exponential and ordinary dichotomies. Useful representations of the boundary conditions are
derived using separation of variables for problems with constant tails. The constant tail results are extended
to problems whose coefficients obtain limits at infinity by use of an abstract perturbation theory. The
perturbation theory approach is also applied to a class of nonlinear problems. General asymptotic formulas
for the boundary conditions are derived and displayed in detail.
AMS(MOS) subject classifications. Primary 35A05, 35A40, 35C20, 65N99
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1. Introduction. Many of the boundary value problems arising in applied mathe-
matics are given on unbounded domains. Examples include the problems of fluid flow
and wave propagation in channels or past bodies. The numerical solution of these
problems, however, requires a finite domain. In this paper, we develop a theory for the
exact reduction of a boundary value problem for a partial differential equation on an
unbounded cylindrical domain to a problem on a bounded domain. That is, an "artifi-
cal" boundary is introduced and the proper boundary condition to be imposed there is
derived. In other works, [8] and [9], we use our theory to solve nonlinear problems of
both elliptic and parabolic type.
For ordinary differential equations, exact reduction theories have been developed
by many authors: de Hoog and Weiss [5], Keller and Lentini [11], Jepson and Keller
[10] and Markowich [12]. Few works on artificial boundary conditions for partial
differential equations, on the other hand, have discussed exact conditions. An exception
is the paper of Gustafsson and Kreiss [6], where the form of the proper conditions for a
general hyperbolic problem is derived. They go on to find representations of the exact
conditions in various simple cases for problems of both hyperbolic and elliptic type.
We illustrate the derivation of exact conditions with the following example"
a)
b)
(1.1) c)
d)
e)
V2u+a(x,y)u=f(x,y), (x,y)[0, oo)Xf,
Ou
c(x,Y)-v (X,y)+d(x,y)u(x,Y)=’Yfa(x,Y),
(Y) (0, y) + (y) u (0, y) r0 (y) yse
lim u(x,y) =0,
X
f(x,y) r.(x,y) 0, x>=Xo.
cRn-l,
y0,
a(x,y)=a(y), x>=xo,
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(We say that (1.1) has a constant tail, due to condition (1.1e).) We choose some point
x- >__ x0 as the location of the artificial boundary. In the "tail", x > , we have:
a) V2u+ao(y)u=O, (x,y) [, )2;
0u(1.2) b) c (y)
-v ( x, y) +d(y) u( x, y) O,
c) lim u(x,y) 0.
Problem (1.2) can be easily analyzed by separation of variables. Consider the following
eigenvalue problem:
a) vyYn (y) +
(1.3) b) c(y)-0-u Y,, (y) +d(y) Y,, (y) O,
c) fa dyY(y)= l.
Given certain assumptions on the boundary condition, (1.3b), the set of eigenfunctions,
(Yn), is complete in that subspace of L2(2) consisting of functions satisfying it. (See
Berezanskii [3].) For simplicity, we further assume that the co are distinct and that
0 0 is not an eigenvalue. We rewrite the ( co ) in the following way"
2>0, n=l .--m(1.4) t% tn%=_X2<0, n=m+ l, m+ 2,
Expanding u in terms of the Yn’s,
(1.5) u(x,y)= E Cn(X)Yn(Y)
n=l
problem (1.2) becomes:
__
--OlnCn, n=l,...,m,
a) c x[,c);(1.6) ,nc,, n rn + 1, rn + 2," ",
b) lim c,,(x)=0, n= 1,2,..-.
As (1.6a) can be trivially solved, we see that (1.6b) is satisfied if and only if"
a) Cn(’T)’-’Cn(q’)--O n=l,’’-,m;(1.7) b) c;(r)= -Xncn(r ), n=m+l, m+2,....
This allows us to replace (1.1) by an equivalent finite domain problem:
(1.8)
a)
b)
c)
V2u+a(x,y)u=f(x,y), (x,y) [O,’r];
Ou
c(x,Y)-r (x,y)+d(x,y)u(x,Y)=’ta(x,Y),
a(y)_0__x)u (0,y) +b(y)u(0,y) =0(y), y.,
d) dyu(’r,y)Y,,(y)= dy-o---X-x(’r,y)Yn(y)=O, n=l,.-.,m;
dy-ff-dx (’r, y) Yn (y) h dyu(’r,y)Y,,(y), n=m+ l, m+ 2,
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That is, (1.1) has a solution if and only if (1.8) does and the solutions agree on a finite
domain.
In 2 of this work we derive boundary conditions for the reduction of a general
partial differential equation in a semi-infinite cylindrical domain to a finite one. These
turn out to be the requirement that the appropriate data at the artificial boundary lie in
a certain affine set. We find it convenient to rewrite the problem as an ordinary
differential equation in a Banach space, making transparent the connection between
our reduction and the reduction theorems for the case of ordinary differential equa-
tions. In 3 we introduce the notion of a dichotomy for our abstract equation and use it
to develop error estimates and solvability requirements for the finite problem.
We first consider the problem of representing the boundary conditions in 4. Here
separation of variables is used to analyze constant tail problems such as the one
presented above. The exact representation we obtain is equivalent to (1.8d) in that case.
We develop a perturbation theory to analyze nonconstant tail problems in {}5.
Assuming the limiting problem at infinity can be solved by separation of variables, a
perturbation expansion of the exact boundary condition can be calculated. We carry
out this expansion for the Helmholtz equation exterior to a body, recovering the
conditions of Bayliss, Gunzburger and Turkel [2]. Finally, in 6, nonlinear problems
are considered. We use the perturbation theory of the preceding section to prove, under
certain conditions, the existence of an exact nonlinear boundary condition and to
calculate an expansion which approximates it.
We note that many authors have derived boundary conditions for specific prob-
lems. We do not, in general, attempt to examine the connection between their condi-
tions and ours. For more discussion of these connections as well as for a more extensive
bibliography, the reader is referred to Hagstrom [7].
2. Basic linear reduction theorem. We consider abstract boundary value problems
of the form:
(2.1)
a)
-d--x A ( x ) u +f(x )
b) Bou(O) =3’0,
c) lim Bou(x)=O.
x ot
0<x<;
In addition we may impose:
d) bounded as x .
For some Banach space, , we seek u(x) for x [0, ]. We suppose that A(x), B0
and Bo are linear operators with domain in , to which we also constrain the range of
A(x). Finally, f(x).
Problems of form (1.1) can be obtained from general partial differential equation
problems in cylindrical domains. Specifically we consider
j=l -Y 3xj
on the cylindrical domain
ucan.
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Homogeneous boundary conditions are imposed on involving 0 and its normal
derivatives;
m
(2.3) E Ba,hj(Y)OJ (x,Y) =0, yOa
j=0 olJ
We further suppose that, subject to these boundary conditions,
exists for all x. Now (2.2) can be rewritten in the form of (2.1a) by introducing
(2.4) u
0 n- 10
OX n-1
0 n-260
oxn -2
The space, , is some space of n-tuples of functions on f] which satisfy the homoge-
neous boundary conditions, (2.3). It is necessary to eliminate inhomogeneous condi-
tions on Of in order to reduce the problem to the abstract form. This can be accom-
plished by subtracting a function that satisfies the inhomogeneous condition. We note
that the functions Bu,. affect P-1 and, ultimately, A(x).
Returning to (2.1) we choose some finite point, x r, and attempt to reduce the
infinite problem on [0, o) to a finite one on [0, ]. We define A(; f), the admissible set
of Cauchy data at x -, as the set leading to solutions, u, in the tail, x [z, o). More
precisely we have:
DEFINITION 2.5. The set A(,;f)c, the admissible set at x , is the set of all
Uo such that there exists u(x), x[z, ), satisfying:
(2.5) a) -d-x=A(x)u+f(x),
b) u(,)=u0;
as well as (2.1c, d) as appropriate.
It is now possible to write down an exact reduction of (2.1) to a problem on a
finite domain. We state the reduction as a theorem whose proof follows immediately
from the definition of A(r;f).
THEOREM 2.6. Problem (2.1) has a solution if and only if the following problem has a
solution:
(2.6)
do)
a)
-x A (x ) o +f(x )
b) B0 (0)=’0;
c) 0 (-) A(-;f).
Furthermore, whenever (2.1) has a solution u(x), (2.6) has a solution which is identical
to u on [0, -].
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Proof. Suppose (2.6) has a solution. Then, by the definition of A(;f), there exists
u+(x), x[r, o), satisfying (2.1a) and (2.1c, d) as appropriate as well as w(-)= u+(’).
Define
Then, u is a solution of (2.1). Now, suppose that (2.1) has a solution. The restriction of
u to [r, o0) satisfies (2.5) and (2.1c, d) and, hence, by the definition of A(r;f), u()
A(z;f). This implies that the restriction of u to [0, z] satisfies (2.6), completing the
proof.
The set A(;f) is an affine subset of . A convenient representation of A can be
found in terms of its underlying linear subspace and some particular element of ’. We
consider the homogeneous problem in the tail associated with (2.1):
(2.7) a) -d-x=A(x)v,
b) lim Bv(x)=O,
x oo
and, if (2.1d) is imposed,
c) ()11 bounded as x .
We define ’(-), the admissible space at x=z, as the set of all Cauchy data leading to
solutions of (2.7). That is:
D[FINITION 2.8. The set ()c, the admissible space at x o, is the set of all
vo such that (2.7) has a solution satisfying:
(2.8)
We note that (r) is independent of the inhomogeneous term in (2.1). We further
require a particular solution, up(x), which satisfies:
a) dup=A(x)up+f(x),(2.9) dx
b) lim Bup(x)=O;
and, if (2.1d) is imposed
c) ( )II bounded as x
We note that if A(z;f) is nonempty, at least one such up(x) must exist. It is now
possible to prove:
THEOREM 2.10. Let uo 1. Then uo A(z;f) if and only if, for any particular
solution Up(x)
(2.10) u0- u, (’r)
’
(’r).
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the definitions of A(;f), ’(-)
and Up(X) combined with the linearity of (2.1).
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If we assume that there exists a projection operator, Q(-), into sO(r), we can
rewrite (2.10)"
(I-Q(z))(Uo-U(Z))=O.
In particular, the boundary condition, (2.6c), can be replaced by:
(2.6c’) (I- Q(’r))w(’r) (I- Q(’r))Up(’r).
We emphasize that up(x) can be any particular solution.
Finally, we write down a corollary of Theorem 2.6 which concerns the uniqueness
of solutions.
COROLLARY. Suppose that for all vo() solutions to the Cauchy problem defined
by (2.7a) and (2.8) are unique. Then (2.6) has a unique solution if and only if (2.1) does.
Proof. Assuming uniqueness of solutions to (2.1) immediately yields uniqueness for
(2.6). In the other direction, note that the assumption above guarantees the uniqueness
of u+(x) which, combined with the uniqueness of the finite interval solution, implies
the uniqueness of u.
3. Solvability of the finite problem. In this section we assume that solutions to the
homogeneous Cauchy problems:
(3.1) a) -d--x=A(x)v,
b) V(Xo) =v0;
Xo<=X<=X if x>xo; x <__x<=xo if Xo>X1;
are unique for all x0, x [0, oe). We define a solution operator S(xl, xo;A) in the
following way:
D.FINITION 3.2. Let v0. If there exists a solution, v(x) to problem (3.1) then
(3.2) S(xx,xo; A) v0= v(xl).
Otherwise, 0 is said to be outside the domain of S(Xl, x0; A).
The linearity of the differential equation implies the linearity of s. The stated
uniqueness of solutions implies the consistency of the definition. Note that it is cer-
tainly necessary to restrict the domain of S for ill-posed Cauchy problems such as those
which arise in the study of elliptic equations. Whenever S exists, however, it does have
the familiar semi-group properties:
a) S(xx,x*;A)S(x*,xo;A ) S(xl,xo;A),(3.3) b) S(xo,xo;A)=I.
The notion of dichotomies is very useful in what follows. First we present defini-
tions of exponential and ordinary dichotomies. These are adapted from Daletskiy and
Krein [4], with some modifications required by the poosible nonexistence of solutions.
DEFINITION 3.4. We say that the problem
(3.4)
---x=A(x)v, x [0, o);
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has an exponential dichotomy if, for any x* [0, ), the space
’
can be decomposed
into a direct sum of subspaces _(x*) and ’+(x*) such that"
(3.6)
(3.7)
a) If v
_
(x*) then, for some N_ and a > 0
i) S(x,x*;A) exists for any x>=x*;
ii) S( x, x* A ) o I1_-< N_e-’-(-x*ll v II,
b) If v +(x*) then, for some N+ and a + > 0
i) S(x,x*;A)v exists for any x =<x*;
iX) IlS(x,x*;A)oll<__N+e-=+x*-x)llvll.
c) There exists 7 > 0, independent of x*, such that
inf u+/ u_ {1>__
u++(x*)
Ilu+/-ll=l
(This infimum is typically called the angular distance between /(x*) and _(x*).)
An ordinary dichotomy is defined as above except that a_=0 is allowed. No
"continuity" of the spaces as functions of x* has so far been required. In general, we
impose a sort of continuity in the form of the following "no-mixing" condition.
DEFINITION 3.8. The dichotomy (3.5-3.7) satisfies the no-mixing condition if
whenever
a)(3.8) b)
Q(x) is the projection operator into
_
(x),
S(xx,xo;A) v exists
then
c) Q(xa) s( X1, X0; a ) v S( x1, XO; A ) Q(xo) v.
Assuming that the homogeneous problem has a dichotomy in the tail and that
_(x) coincides with the admissible space, ’(x), it is possible to write down an
integral expression for a particular solution, up(x) which is valid whenever IIf(x)ll is
integrable;
(3.9) 1,1p(X)’-- S(x,p;A)Q(p)f(p)dp- S(x,p;A)(I-Q(p))f(p)dp.
(The validity of (2.9a) follows from the direct differentiation of (3.9) while (2.9b) is
insured by the identity of _(x) and ’(x) combined with the absolute convergence
of the integrals.) Note that it is always the case that _(x)=C(x) if there is an
exponential dichotomy. Then, only boundedness of II/]1 need be assumed.
Formula (3.9) is extremely useful in the development of a perturbation theory. For
now, we simply use it to write down a new expression for the boundary condition,
(2.6c):
(3.10) (I- Q(r))0() S(,r,p)(I-Q(p))f(p)dp.
Extending the dichotomy to the entire interval, we now can prove an existence
theorem for the finite boundary value problem (2.6).
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THEOREM 3.11. Suppose that solutions to all Cauchy problems (3.1) are unique for
xo, x [0, r] and that (3.1a) has a nonmixing ordinary dichotomy on [0, r] with projector
Q(x) into _(x). Also assume that _(,r)=’(r). Then (2.6) has a solution for
arbitrary f(x), up(r) and 3"0 in the range ofBo if and only if the operator
(3.11) oa={ (I- o(O)) a}Bow
has an inverse with domain containing all pairs of the form:
Range ( Bo).
The solution is unique and bounded in terms of the inhomogeneous data if and only if this
(restricted) inverse is.
Proof. We use the ordinary dichotomy defined by Q(x) to solve certain initial
value problems. Let
(3.13) x+(x)=S(x,r;A)(I-Q(r))Up(r)+ S(x,p;A)(I-Q(p))f(p)dp.
This exists for all x on [0, ] by the definition of Q. If we seek solutions to (2.6) in the
form
(3.14) ( x ) + ( x ) + ( x )
then is a solution if and only if
_
solves
(3.15)
d
a) dx =A(x)t_+ Q(x)f(x);
b) Bo_ (0) 3’o- Boo + (0)
c) (1- Q(’))_(r) 0.
We write 0 (x) in the form:
(3.16) o_(x)=S(x,O;A)o_(O)+ S(x,p;A)Q(p)f(p)dp.
The integral term again exists by the definition of Q so that this representation is valid
for any solution of (3.15a). By (3.15c) and (3.8c) we have:
0= (I- Q(r))o_(r)= S(r,O;A)(I- Q(0)) t_ (0)
which, by the uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy problem, implies
(I- O(0)) _(0) 0.
Hence, we can find a solution to (3.15) if and only if we can simultaneously solve:
(I- Q(0)) 0;
which in component form yields (3.11), completing the proof.
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Estimates of the solution in terms of the inhomogeneous data are now obtained
from the explicit representation in terms of 0+ and o_. Assume that
(3.17)
a)
b)
c)
d)
IIS(x,p;A)Q(p)IIZK_(x,p), O<=p<=x<_-;
IIS(x,p;A)(I-Q(p)) IIzK+(x,p),
-(0) <Kq,lll Range(Bo).
IIBoll-_<Ko.
Then we have, directly estimating (3.13) and (3.16) and using the fact that Q(0)0_(0)=
o_(o),
(3.18) II,0(x) II=<K_(x,0)lloll+ max IIf(x)II K_(x,p)dp
x[0,]
)+ max IIf(x)ll K+(x,p)dp+K-(x,O)Kq,Ko K+(0,p)dpx[0, r]
+ I1%,()II(K+(x,z)+K-(x,O)K,KoK+(O,’)).
Equation (3.18) allows us to estimate the errors caused by approximations to Q()
and up(C). Suppose we solve the following finite problem instead of (2.6)"
(3.19)
a)
b)
c)
d
--x =A(x)G,+f(x), O<_x <=,
Boc% (0)
,();(I Q*(’r))oJ,,(’r) (I Q
*() differ from Q() and up(c). We define the error, e(x), bywhere Q*() and Up
e(x) =-6o(x)-Oa(X )
and find that it satisfies:
(3.20)
a)
b)
c)
de
-x A (x ) e, O <= x <= "r,
Boe(O) =0,
(I- Q(’r)) e (’r)= (I- Q( ,r))( up( ’)- u,(’r))
--(Q( q’)- Q*( ’r))( /;( T)- 60a (
-=a(t).
Note that A(-), by construction, is in the range of 1-Q(’r). (We assume, of course,
that oa(x) exists.) Therefore we have:
(I- Q(r))A() =A(r).
We now plug into (3.18) to obtain"
(3.21) lie(x) I1 (K+ (x, ,r)+ K_(x,O)Kq,KoK+ (0, -))II A(-)I1.
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Further specializing to the case of an exponential dichotomy this becomes"
(3.22) Ile(x) ll<= (N+e’+-)+N_e--K,KoN+e-’+’)llA(,r) ].
That is, the large part of the error decays exponentially off the artificial boundary.
4. Problems with constant tails. In this section we restrict ourselves to problems
which are autonomous in x for x sufficiently large. That is, we assume there exists
such that:
(4.1) A(x)=-A, x>_,.
We also require that the constant coefficient problem in the tail be separable. That is,
we require that a complete spectral representation be associated with A"
Assumption 4.2. There exists a countable set of pairs, ()t,,u,), with X, a complex
number, u
’
and 0 not an accumulation point of (’n } and there exist adjoint pairs,
()t*,, v), with v Dual (), satisfying
i) Au,,=X,,u,,;
(4.2) ii) A* *v )kV,
iii) ( Vm U,, ) ,m,
Furthermore, any function u
’
can be uniquely written in the form:
(4.3) u= E CnUn, Cn=(Vn,U)"
n=l
Using the eigenfunction expansions defined above, it is easy to write down condi-
tions for the existence of dichotomies for the constant problem as well as representa-
tions of the various operators discussed in the preceding sections. In particular we haee
the following theorem, whose proof follows immediately from the (formal) solution of
the Cauchy problem in terms of the eigenfunction expansions. (For the details of these
see Hagstrom [7].)
THEOREM 4.4. a) If all eigenvalues, ,,,, ofA are bounded away from the imaginary
axis, then the homogeneous problem associated with A has an exponential dichotomy
with spaces
(4.4) N’+-- span( ui" REX,> 0}
_= span{ ui" ReXi<0}.
The exponents, a +, are given by:
a+= g.l.b. IReXI;
REX,.> 0
a_= g.l.b. IReXl.
ReXi<0
b) Let +/- be defined as above and let o be given by:
(4.6) N0-=span{ u,: REX,=0}.
Let
-d be any direct sum decomposition of o. Then an ordinary dichotomy is
induced by the spaces + and ]_.
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We note that by the conclusions of part (b), there can be many ordinary dichot-
omies associated with a problem whose operator has eigenvalues with zero real part.
Which of these is the right one to use for the boundary condition depends on the
boundary operator at infinity, B. Representations of the solution operator, S, are also
easy to obtain.
The theorem above can be applied to the example of {}1, problem (1.1). Rewriting
the problem in first order form according to transformation (2.4), the operator A is
given by:
Its eigenvalues are given by + X, and +__ ian, defined by the reduced eigenvalue problem
(1.3) through equation (1.4). If (1.3) had no positive eigenvalues, the problem in the tail
would have an exponential dichotomy. In the case of an ordinary dichotomy, the
boundary condition (1.7a) corresponds to the choice:
If, instead of (1.1d), some other condition was imposed (for example a radiation
condition) this choice would change. We note that using the integral representation of
the boundary condition, (3.10), the condition that the inhomogeneous term vanish in
the tail can be replaced by an integrability assumption. The boundary condition, (1.7),
is then replaced by:
dse x,, (s )
which implies
1 k
1 1 0
(4.7) c;(r) -X,,c,,(’r)-f dse-X"(-)f,,(s), n=m+ 1, m+ 2,....
For the imaginary eigenvalues we have"
c’ r 1
e_ia.(s_r)
--
e ia"(s-r) 1
C "1"
--’--"
ds 1 1ion,, o
c’o(,)=
1
sin[on(S-’,’)]fn(s)ds.Cn ( q" ) O’n
which implies
(4.8)
(4.9)
For a general partial differential equation with a constant tail, the eigenvalue
problem of its operator, A, can be reduced to an eigenvalue problem for a partial
differential operator. In particular, it’s eigenvalues, X, correspond to solutions of:
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coupled with the appropriate boundary conditions. This is the eigenvalue problem
associated with the Laplace transform in x of the equation in the tail. We note that in
practice it is the reduced eigenvalue problem, (4.9), which we suggest be solved to
obtain the boundary conditions. The reduction to first order form is made in an effort
to simplify the theory. The use of (4.9) to derive boundary conditions was first
suggested by Gustafsson and Kreiss [6].
The completeness of the eigenfunctions of A oo depends on the completeness of the
eigenfunctions of (4.9). This property does not hold in general and is difficult to check.
For a class of elliptic and parabolic problems, Agmon and Nirenberg [1, Thm. 5.8]
establish the completeness of the eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions of (4.9)
whose eigenvalues have negative real part in the class of solutions which are absolutely
integrable along with their first n- 1 x derivatives. In this case, the solution of (4.9) is
guaranteed to yield a representation of the admissible space.
5. Perturbation theory and asymptotic boundary conditions. In the preceding sec-
tion we found useful representations of the projection operator, Q(z), of the admissible
space and of the particular solution, up(x) for equations of the form (2.1) with
constant tails. In the present section we relax this assumption and replace it with:
(5.1) lim A(x)=A.
x--
Equivalently we write:
(5.2) A(x)=A + B(x), lim liB(x)]1=0.
x o
Assuming A has a dichotomy, it is possible to make an asymptotic analysis of the
perturbed problem defined by A(x). In particular, we obtain representations of the
projector, Q(), into the admissible space. Consider the homogeneous problem in the
tail:
dv
a) dx-Aov+B(x)v, x>r"
(5.3) b) lim Bv(x)=O;
X O
c) u(x)]l bounded as x .
Treating B(x)v as an inhomogeneous term, we have, by (3.10), that v(x) must satisfy:
(5.4) (I-Q(z)),(r)= S(,p;A)(I-Q(p))B(p)o(p)dp.
Also, from (3.10), we have a representation of v which must be valid if v exists;
ix(5.5 
S(x,p;)(-e(p))(p)v(p)p.
Let any o() be given and replace Q()v() in (5.5) by o. If the following
condition holds:
(5.6) sup S(x,p;Ao)Qoo(p)B(p)dp
x,r
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then the contraction mapping theorem can be used to establish the existence of a
unique bounded solution to equation (5.5), o(x; 0)- Furthermore, we clearly have that:
Qv(; o) =0;
(5.7) (i_Q(r))v(r;o) f, S(r,p;A)(i_Q(p))B(p)v(p;o)dp.
Hence, whenever (5.6) is valid, we can find, for any 0s’(r), a unique element,
o(r; o), of (). A projector into () is given implicitly by (5.7):
(5.8) Q(r)=Q(z)- dpS(,p;A)(I-Q(p))B(p)o(p; Q(z)).
These conditions lead us to the following theorem:
THEOREM 5.9. We suppose that either the unperturbed problem has an ordinary
dichotomy and IlB(x)ll is integrable or that the unperturbed problem has an exponential
dichotomy. Then, for sufficiently large, a unique solution, o(X;o), exists for any
o() and (5.8) is valid.
Proof. It is only necessary to satisfy (5.6). In the first case we have:
K(N++N_) IIB(x)lldx;
wle in the second we have:
K(N+ N) max liB(x)_ x
For both cases, the assumptions on B allow us to make the right-hand sides arbitrarily
small by choosing sufficiently large, completing the proof.
The contraction mapping solution of (5.5) leads to a natural iterative procedure for
the approximation of v(x; 0) and, ultimately, of the operator Q. We let:
S(x,
Zx(5.9)
dpS(x,p;A)(I-O(p))B(p)v(")(p;o).
Then, by the contraction estimates:
Kn+l(5.10) [I,(")(X;o)-V(X;o)lNlLKl]V()(X;o)[I.
We define our nth approximation to A(), Q(")(), by:
(5.11)
Q(")()=Q()- dpS(,p;A)(I-Q(p))B(p)v("-)(p; Q()).
The error due to this approximation is estimated by"
gn+l(5.12)
(Note: in all cases the norm of a -valued function of x is taken to be the maximum in
x of its norms.)
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We now apply these results to the case when the constant tail problem has an
exponential dichotomy and Ao has a complete spectrum. We assume that B(x) has an
expansion of the form:
(5.13) 1 Bo)+ 1 .--.
(The expansions could easily be carried out for more general forms.) Plugging into the
formulas above we have:
(5.14)
vO(x;)=
where
n rl m
ReXn<0 REX.<0 ReXm<0
fx dpeX"(x-p)Bnm ( P ) Cmexm(p-’r)
Re 2. > 0 Re)km < 0
dpeX.(x-p>Bnml( P )CmeXm(P-’);
Bnm(X)--(On,B(x)Um).
Using (5.13) and approximating the integrals using integration by parts yields to within
an O(1/-2) error:
(5.16)
B(1)nm (eXm(X-r) e x"(x-’) )V(I)( X’, ) E UnCnex"(x-’r) "1- E E Un k X cm T
n n m
ReXn<0 ReAn<n ReXm<0
) B(1) eX,.(x-z)CmX+E EUnXmXnu"B("c"eX"(x-’)lg " xn n m
ReAn<0 REX.>0 Re X,. < 0
Putting this expression into (5.11) and approximating the integrals in a similar fashion
yields"
(5.17)
Q(r)J E CnUn @ E E
n n m
Re h,,< 0 REX,,> 0 ReXm<0
( ) 1Un BO +-1B cT (Xm__kn),l
1
+ E E U B(1)c
k kn)2 ’r 2n m
REX.>0 Re X,n <0
B(1)B(1)cE E E Un nj ’jm
n j m
Rehn>0 ReXj<0 Re)m<0
’r2( Xm-- Xn)( kj-- Xn)
nj jm
n j m
ReXn>0 Re)tj>0 Re)kin<0
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The generality of the expansion given above makes its automatic computation a
real possibility. Note that the expansion is equivalent to the one obtained by Jepson
and Keller [10] for ordinary differential equations.
Formula (5.17) can be applied to the Laplacian example, (1.1), where the potential
a(y) is replaced by:
/+/-
x
2a2(y)+’’’"
Then, the matrix elements Bi are given by"
(5.19) Bi)m=-, dYYn(Y)Ym(Y)a,(Y).
Expansions of a particular solution can be derived in a similar .manner. Let u(x)
be any particular solution of the unperturbed problem. Then, a solution of the integral
equation"
x
u(x)=u(x)+ 4k S(x,p)Q(p)B(p)u(p)dp
S(x,p)(I-Q(p))B(p)u(p)dp
is a particular solution of the perturbed problem. Given the inequality (5.6), a unique
bounded solution of (5.20) exists by the contraction mapping theorem. It can be
approximated by an iterative process analogous to the one described by (5.9). Perturba-
tions of the inhomogeneous term could also be included.
Finally, we note that (5.17) is valid for some problems which do not satisfy (5.6).
An important example is afforded by the exterior Helmholtz problem in two dimen-
sions. The equation in the tail is:
(5.21) O2U 1 3u 1)r2 t---r
-
r2 002 +k2u=0, r[r, ), 0[0, 2r)
together with boundary conditions
(5.22)
a) u periodic in 0;
b) rlnl rl/2 ( O u-r iku ] O.
Rewritten in first order form these become"
(0
b) ()periodic in 0"
c) lim rl/2(-- iku) =0.
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There are two obstacles to the application of the preceding theory to problem
(5.23). The first is that the perturbation
1 o
r 2
0 0
is apparently unbounded. The second is that the perturbation
1(1r 0
is nonintegrable while the limiting equation,
(5.24)
--
u
-1
0)
has an ordinary rather than an exponential dicohotomy. Nonetheless, it is possible to
apply formula (5.17), or any higher order approximation to the boundary condition, to
this problem. (It is necessary, of course, to identify the imaginary eigenvalue ik with
eigenvalues with negative real part and -ik with eigenvalues with positive real part
when applying the formulas.) The resulting boundary condition is:
1 u(’r)
1 ik
1 (1 1 2 ) 2 22ik5-
-
2ik5-
-
2 1 1
2ik 2
1 -ik
2 2
1 1
2ik 2
1 1
4k 25"2 2
(I Q(5"))(15") ) 1( 11u 5") ik
u(,)
1 -ik
1 1 2 2
4k25"2 4 1 1
2ik 2
1 1
4k :5" :z 4
1 -ik
2 2
1 1
2ik 2
which can be written:
(5.26) Ou 1 1 02u 1
--rr ( 5" O ) ku ( 5" O) -2-, u ( 5" 0 ) 2ik5"2 0-0
-
( 5" 0 )
8 k 5" 2
The validity of (5.26) can be established by other means. See, for example, Bayliss,
Gunzburger and Turkel [2]. We note that the error depends on higher 0 derivatives
of u.
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6. Nonlinear problems. In this final section we apply the perturbation theory to
nonlinear problems. We restrict ourselves to abstract problems of the form:
a) dU F( u) x>’r"
(6.a) b) lim u(x)=u;
x-’*
c) F(uoo) =0;
where u(x) is an element of some Banach space, , and F is a nonlinear operator with
domain and range in . Letting o u- u, we rewrite (6.1):
dv
a)
-dx Fu (.u ) v + R ( o ) x >= "r
(6.2) b) lira v(x)=O;
X O
c) R(v)=F(u +v)-F,(u)v.
One approach to the solution of (6.1) or (6.2) would be Newton’s method. Then,
the theory of the preceding sections could be applied at each stage of the iteration. We,
however, choose to work directly with (6.2), deriving exact boundary conditions which
can be approximated by the methods of {}5.
We generalize the notion of an admissible set (Definition 2.5) to be applicable to
(6.2). Note that it is no longer an affine subset of . Central to our analysis is the
behavior of solutions to the linearized problem in the tail:
(6.3) ddx F,(u) o, x>__’r.
Treating the nonlinearity, R(v), as an inhomogeneous term leads to the following
equations for v, which are analogous to (5.4) and (5.5);
(6.4) (I- Q(r))o(-) f S(r,p;F(u))(I-Q(p))R(o(p))dp;
(6.5) v(x)=S(x,;F,(u))Q(r)v()+ S(x,p;F,(u))Q(p)R(v(p))dp
fx S(x,p;Fu(u))(I-Qo(P))R(v(p))dP.
Here, Q projects into the admissible space of the linearized problem (6.3). As in the
linear case, the condition that (6.4) and (6.5) be simultaneously solvable is viewed as a
condition for the admissibility of v(r).
Following the derivation for the linear problem, we let 0’(z) be given and
use a contraction argument to establish the existence of a solution to the integral
equation, (6.5), with Q(r)v() replaced by 0. Due to the nonlinearity, some addi-
tional assumptions are needed:
Assumption 6.6. a) There exists 6>0 such that if Ul, U2(.., and Ilull__<, i=1,2,
then
sup S(x,p;F,(uoo))Qo(p)(R(Ul)-R(u2))dp
x>’r
S(x,p;F,,(uo))(I-Qo(p))(R(Ul)-R(uv_))dp
rll Ul U2 II, g< 1.
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b) There exists 81 > 0 such that if u and Ilull < , then
x>__’r
c)
sup S(x, Fu(u ))
x_>’r
Given these, a solution to (6.5) is guaranteed by the contraction mapping theorem.
Denoting this solution by o(x;0), an exact boundary condition, valid for small
boundary data, can be written down from (6.4)"
(6.6)
(I-Q())v()= fo S(,p;Fu(Uo))(i_Qo(p))R(v(p; Qo()v()))dP
An approximation to (6.6) can be obtained from an iterative approximation to the
solution of (6.5):
a) v()(X;o)=S(x,’r;Fu(uo))o,
(6.7) b) v(+)(X;o)=V()(X;o)+fXs(x,p;Fu(u))Oo(p)R(v(n)(p;o))dp
fx S(x,p;F,(u))(I-Qo(p))R(v("(p;o))dp.
The n th approximation to the boundary condition is, then, given by"
(6.8)
(I-Qo(z))v(z)= foo dpS(,p;F,(u))(i_Qo(p))R(v(n)(p; Qo(.) v(.)))"
Error estimates follow as in the linear case and will be proportional to
which, in turn, we expect to be proportional to [[v(’)[[ "+2. Note that R will often be
given as an expansion:
(6.9) R(v) -1 12F..(=) + gF...(u=) + ....
We take as many terms in this expansion when evaluating the integrals as is consistent
with the number of terms in (6.7) we intend to retain.
Assume now that the linearized operator, F,(uo ), has a complete spectrum. Then,
in order to satisfy part (a) of assumption (6.6), it is necessary to assume that there is an
exponential dichotomy. From (6.9) we derive the following representation of R(v) in
terms of the eigenfunctions of Fu(uo )"
a) v= E c,,u,,, c,,=(v,,,u);
n=l
(6 10) b) R(o)= E 7,,(V)Un "tn(V)"Ea(e+ E fl()CgCC+
n= i,j i,j, k
C) 0/;)= On,
"
Fuul,liUj i(k l)n,
--
FuuuUiU+U ,’".
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The function v0)(x; ) is given by:
(6.aa)
/3(1)(X; ) E U,,C,ex"(x-’)
Reh,<0
n j
Re h. < 0 Re h < 0 Re hj < 0
n j
Re h,, < 0 Re h < 0 Re hj < 0
h + hj h
n j
Rehn>0 Rehi<0 Rehj<0
Cn--(Vn, ).
cicUnOtinj ( Xi+ kj__ kn) ( e(x’+xA(x-)-ex"(x-) )
h.(x-r)(UnOlijCiCje
1
UnOlijiCj ki + j-- k e(X,+x
)(x- ’) + O( I[J I1);
This yields the following approximation to the boundary condition, which we write in
terms of the expansion coefficients. Here, n is such that Ren> 0.
(6.12)
j
Rehi<0 Rehj<0
E E E E
j k
Rehi<0 Rehj<0 Rehk<0 Rehl<0
CiCj 1
OljXi.._Xj__Xn’t- E E E [ijkCiCjCkxi2t_Xj+Xk__Xnj k
Rehi<0 Rehj<0 Rehk<0
j j 1Ol jOlk + Ol)" Olk } C CkC ( X k "JI- k "+ k i-- k ) ( k -4 kj k )
c c c, )j k
Rehi<0 Rehj>0 Rehk<0 Reht<0
This general formula can be applied, for example, to nonlinear elliptic problems of
the form"
(6.13)
a) V2u=f(u,y), (x,y) [’, m);
b) Bu O, y f
c) lim u (x, y) uo (y);
X---
where u(y) satisfies;
a) 2VyUm=f(u,y), y;(6.14) b) Buo=O, y Of.
The linearized equation in the tail is given by:
(6.15) V2V-fu(u,y)v=O;
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which is of the form analyzed in [}3. The condition that (6.15) have an exponential
dichotomy is that all eigenvalues, an, of the problem
(6.16) a) Vy2Yn-fu(Uo,y)Yn=otnYn, yf;b) BfYn=O,
be negative. Then, the following boundary condition can be derived from (6.12)"
(6.17)
o CiCj oo ot CiCjCk
i=1 j=l i=1 j=l k=l
"}-E E E E j CiCkC 1
i=1 j=l k=l 1=1 k k
n=1,2,3,....
Here we have:
(6.18)
The quadratic approximation to this condition is used in a numerical computation by
the authors in [8].
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